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objectives
for NSW

Seven objectives
define the key
considerations in
the design of the
built environment.

Better fit
contextual, local
and of its place

Better performance
sustainable, adaptable
and durable

Better for community
inclusive, connected
and diverse

Better for people
safe, comfortable
and liveable

Better working
functional, efficient
and fit for purpose

Better value
creating and
adding value

Better look and feel
engaging, inviting
and attractive
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01.

INTRODUCTION

Government Architect NSW (GANSW),
supporting the Central Coast
Coordinator General and in close
collaboration with a consultancy team
led by CHROFI, has initiated work to
support the ongoing revitalisation of the
regional city of Gosford.
The Urban Design and Implementation
Framework (UDIF) will help to shape the
continued development and renewal of
the Gosford City Centre and support
implementation of the Central Coast
Regional Plan 2036 vision for Gosford.
Capitalising on government and private
sector investment in Gosford will
strengthen its role as the regional capital
and benefit current and future residents
of the entire Central Coast.
This Place based report explores and
describes in greater detail the issues,
constraints, uses and opportunities
associated with City North. It considers
the hospital, station, schools and
residential areas north of the station.
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1.1 Preamble
Great places and cities don’t happen
by chance. They are designed and
continue to be designed to manage
their transformation over time.
The need for the UDIF has arisen
from the growing consensus that
a vision needs a framework for
implementation. The implementation
of strategies and recommendations
will enable the urban design
outcomes to be delivered.
When undertaking urban design analysis and
developing strategies and recommendations for
collaborative implementation, engaging with people
fosters confidence, development and investment.
Done carefully, with focus on natural attributes,
amenity, public domain and quality, it has the potential
to transform quality of life for people, stimulate the
economy, and enhance the environment.

The current context

There have been several ad hoc responses to
support revitalisation in the city centre including
sporadic development of new buildings, largely in the
residential market concentrated around the fringe of
the city centre itself.
There remains a run-down appearance in the buildings
and vacant shops, with poor quality public domain
and way finding, poor pedestrian amenity and poor
connectivity with surrounding areas.
Previous plans have:
——not resolved issues relating to investment in public
domain and the city’s key public places
——led to individual developments but not
significantly improved the public domain or overall
attractiveness of the city
——not inspired confidence and investment in
the Gosford City Centre leaving a run-down
appearance, and building stock as well as
empty shops
——delivered limited development contributions for
public domain infrastructure.
However, there has been progress with the
establishment of new government projects and jobs
(Hospital, Australian Tax Office and NSW Finance,
Services and Innovation) within the city centre and
commitments for a regional library and arts centre.
This has built both momentum for change and boosted
private sector investment confidence.

The UDIF report

The UDIF has identified a different methodology to the
revitalisation of Gosford City Centre, one that takes
a place-based approach. It prioritises and focuses
interventions spatially and in terms of implementation
and deliverability, with potential catalytic impact.
This approach focuses on key public places where
there is existing momentum in terms of public and
private sector investment, prioritising public focused
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initiatives in the overall city centre renewal.
The UDIF will provide a series of recommendations
regarding the design of places and spaces to support
delivery of the vision for Gosford City Centre. It will
also provide recommendations relating to governance,
infrastructure and other matters that will be critical
to the ongoing urban renewal and quality outcomes
for Gosford.

Purpose of this Report
This Place Based Report provides
guidance to help shape and inform
the development of the next stages
of planning and investment decisions
in Gosford.

An integrated design approach can collaboratively
create the framework for the delivery of great places,
spaces and buildings that attract and retain residents,
jobs, tourists, and further investment.

This report will inform:
——Early urban design advice to assist with shaping and
the assessment of time sensitive projects ensuring
that they contribute positively to the vision for
Gosford e.g. Regional Library and RPAC.
——Development of new and emerging planning
controls for the city centre and the three places
——Contribute to the schedule of projects to be
included in the preparation of state and local
infrastructure contribution plans
——Public and private sector investment decisions in
the three key places
——Pre-application advice to developers
——Consideration of planning proposals and
applications including proposed design review
processes
——Negotiation of voluntary planning agreements
(VPA) and the potential inclusion of regional and
community facilities in proposals
——Potential partnerships opportunities for mixed use
projects
——Inform and support bids for funding e.g. upgrades
in public realm, active transport, etc.

The UDIF is a design-led methodology, balancing
multiple and sometimes competing agendas. It is for
all agencies, levels of government, industry and the
community to plug in to for action. It builds on the
vision of the regional plan, which has consensus.
The UDIF proposes an urban logic to assist with
decision making and outlining recommendations.
It provides an implementation plan to guide
rejuvenation, growth and foster good design and a
high quality public realm.
The three places which the UDIF provides analysis,
principles and recommendations for in the
most detail are:
——City Middle: Kibble park and the civic heart
——City North: The health and education precinct
——City South: Leagues Club Field and water edge
This report provides the detailed urban design
framework for the City North and follows the release
of the draft UDIF and the Civic Heart reports on 9
April 2018.
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1.2 Creating
three places
When examining the scale of Gosford, the city is large
and spread out relative to regional cities of similar
population catchment. By creating key places within
walking distance to each other, they become stepping
stones to connect across the city.
Three places for Gosford have been identified:
——Kibble Park
——City North
——City South

City North location

The City North area includes the expanded Gosford
hospital site, the schools west of the station, Burns
Park and the station precinct. This latter area
comprises the crossing of the railway line and includes
the eastern side of the station to Mann Street.
The hospital is a major investment in the future of
Gosford. By connecting the hospital to a re-imagined
rail corridor and main street, its potential is expanded
to start a new generation of innovation, allied health
and education in the northern end of Gosford.
The focus on this area is to provide a gateway precinct
with pedestrian connections, improved walkability and
an attractive public domain.

The placed based approach for
change in Gosford addresses
three key areas:
1. Green Infrastructure
2. Public Domain
2. Built form
These three broad areas can be found throughout
the report in both urban design analysis and the
recommendations.
The development of a Green Infrastructure Strategy,
like Parramatta Ways or Greater Sydney Green Grid,
can support the establishment of a network of wellconnected places that create an attractive capital city
with vibrant street life.
Improvements in the public domain create an
attractive city which is a platform for investment with
short term returns and long term growth.
With the public domain and green infrastructure
creating a desirable place to live and work, private
and public investment in the built environment can
provide the final ingredient for change. The built
form strategies in this report champion good design,
support development opportunities and protect
the public domain for all by placing a value on solar
access, views, and consistent built form controls.
Many of the ideas for this place based report start with
the green and public assets of the community, and
develop strategies to unlock their potential.

Mann Street Image: Salty Dingo
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The potential of Gosford

Gosford has the potential to be an attractive
regional capital but needs further public and private
investment to build on existing assets including the
city’s distinctive natural setting, rail connections and
continued investment in jobs at the ATO, DFSI building
and expansion of the hospital.

CIT Y N
ORTH

Role of Gosford

Gosford is important at a local, regional and
state context.
Its role as a regional capital brings with it aspirations,
including:
—— Growth of a Civic and cultural hub in the heart of
the city centre with the provision of services for a
regional city providing employment and residential
—— Prominent commercial core functions –
professional services, civic services (such as banks,
police, court house, government agencies, Council,
or regional library facilities)
—— Consolidation of government and professional
services
—— Accessible city that is the focus of efficient
movement networks.
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02.

CITY NORTH

Gosford Hospital development in the
City North is a major investment in
the future of Gosford, and will be a
catalyst for investment in the regional
capital. Connecting the hospital back
into the city is key to enable Gosford
to build on this investment and
promote the co-location of a range of
associated uses to revitalise the area.
A range of important regional services,
including education and health
facilities, are located to the north of
Gosford’s civic heart and station, as
well as significant open space and
recreational assets. Although within
walking distance, they are poorly
connected with the centre due to
the barrier of the railway corridor
and the less developed pedestrian
environment of the streets.
With improved connections, the City
North is an area of great opportunity
for Gosford. The varied lot size will
support a range of development types
and a diversity of uses, with public
and private investment and support
for quality public domain outcomes,
it is possible to create a place with a
distinct identity in Gosford.
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2.1 An area of
opportunity for Gosford

The City North has the opportunity to connect
its surrounding population and growing health
and education uses to the Mann Street ‘spine’
and into the civic heart of the city, setting up a
framework for synergies and investment in the
area. The east west connections also link the
recreational and natural assets of Gosford.

Existing assets provide opportunity
and current developments offer
momentum for the revitalisation of
the area.

The City North can build on existing
education assets by investigating the
potential for an expansion of TAFE,
and increased university presence
associated with the hospital, the
Central Coast Medical School.
The City North has many high school students,
and the potential to accommodate additional TAFE
facilities. In the future the City North could consider
further opportunities for industry, health and
educational facilities to collaborate. The potential of
university presence in Gosford should be explored,
particularly in association with the health facilities.
This would be a critical addition to the regional
capital, and develop a co-location of uses that can
support an expansion in research and innovation
industries in Gosford.

Gosford Place Repor t 2: City Nor th

Gosford Station is an important transport interchange
for the Central Coast, with express train services to
Sydney and Newcastle and regional bus services. It
currently carries over 4000 commuters a day from the
region to Sydney, with over 22 million trips a year. The
station is used by a large wider population through
significant commuter parking, with the potential for
improved active transport links.
There are station upgrades planned for the new intercity
fleet of trains due to arrive 2019, including platform
extensions and improved wayfinding. With regional
importance, the interchange, station and rail corridor
will require further investment and upgrades to improve
access and connectivity through the city, and between
the station, buses, and commuter parking.

City North has the potential
to support a diverse range of
development and housing.

The urban grain of City North has diverse lot sizes and
land holdings which can facilitate a broad range of
development in type and scale to occur in this area. Like
many other precincts at the edge of the city core, City
North can build upon the fringe character which allows
it to evolve in ways that is different to the centre of the
city. The diversity is its strength, providing opportunity
for a rich mix of use and investment to occur.
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A hospital development of this scale will promote
growth of allied health services that support the
hospital such as fitness and rehabilitation faculties,
scanning services, medical consultation rooms and
accommodation for key hospital staff and doctors. It
is important to strengthen the connectivity between
the hospital development and the city across the rail
corridor, to connect the investment with an area of
potential growth in the City North.

The station is a major transport
interchange in the region.

MANN

The hospital is an important
investment which will promote the
growth of allied health services in the
surrounding area.
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The area can also support the growth of a range of
housing types suited to an increase in population
generally and more specifically to the health sector
workforce. The potential growth of student housing,
as well as new models of aged living can bring a
diverse population to the City North area.
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EXISTING
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medical research
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hospital PLUS
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of R&D

Cluster
PRODUCTIVITY UPLIFT

Pathway to Maturity for Innovation from
the Greater Sydney Regional Plan.
Source: Deloitte 2016
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Public space

City North has the opportunity to support a diverse
range of housing types, as well as a range of service
industries, attracted by this co-location of uses. The city
can investigate attracting educational institutions, as
well as business incubators and flexible working spaces.
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The Greater Sydney Regional Plan 2017 defines an
Innovation precinct as a:
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Health

The investment in the hospital is of
a scale that will promote the growth
of associated allied health uses in the
surrounding area. With the existing
co-location of health and education
facilities, including North Gosford
Private hospital and Central Coast
Medical School, City North has the
key ingredients which the Greater
Sydney Commission identify as the
basis for innovation districts.

City North has a diverse range of building types
and lot sizes which offers huge adaptive potential
and flexibility. Connecting the large investment of
the hospital over the rail corridor into the city offers
potential for a range of developments, from reuse to
redevelopment, large education footprints, to smaller
shared workspaces and service functions. The area
can support the development of a rich ecosystem
over time, to create an place with a distinct identity
in Gosford.

RACECO
URSE
ETNA ST

Please note specific sites
shown are indicative only.

Education

“transit accessible precinct with an active ecosystem
that includes health and education assets, surrounded
by a network of medical research institutions, a mix
of complementary industry tenants, housing, ancillary
facilities and services. Economic productivity is
created by the agglomeration benefits flowing from
an active innovation ecosystem.”

RACECO
URSE RO
AD

HOLDEN
STRE

A illustration of
how a health and
education innovation
opportunities could
develop within the
City North precinct.
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2.2 Health and
education uses can
form the basis for an
innovation district

Hospital

Innovation District

+ 50 %

Artist Impression: Possible design
scenario City North – Looking North
along Mann Street and Watt Street.

Hospital carpark

Hospital

2.3 Make the most of
the hospital investment
to revitalise the city
1. Connect the hospital with the city.

The investment in the Gosford hospital development
can be connected into an area that has the potential for
growth to enable Gosford to promote the co-location
of a range of associated uses. In the first instance this
should focus on improved pedestrian links across the
area, in advance of longer-term options to provide
new connections across the railway line. The area
must provide active movement connections to the
city and to the surrounding natural assets.

Opportunity Area

Possible integrated
interchange development

Gateway Site

Station
Approved DA Dotted
Burns Park

Etna St Bridge

Approved DA

2. Varied built form and public space.

	
There is potential to create attractive environments
for pedestrians and to bring people together. Planning
controls should encourage a diversity of building
types and styles, a mix of scales of open spaces and
active edges. Built spaces that enable people to
converge during and after work hours are key, such
as cafés, meeting places and a night time economy
to support a safe public domain.

3. A
 ttract the right mix of people,
uses and housing types.

An innovation district should have a diversity of uses
and foster diversity of development types and scales to
attract and retain a range of businesses, residents and
visitors. The city may target key partnerships, such as
higher education or research institutions to locate in
the area. They may identify emerging local companies,
or offer residencies to innovative businesses. Business
incubators, flexible working spaces, low cost shared
spaces and event spaces should be investigated.

	By providing a range of housing types and
tenures, a diverse population will be attracted and
accommodated to the area including students,
workers in key growth sectors including health and
aged care, people wanting a city centre lifestyle,
aging population etc.

4. The city becomes a ‘host’.

	
The city should promote a clear vision of an innovation
district, establishing an identity for the district as a
distinct place. Places, programmes and events in a
vibrant public realm bring people together, as the city
shifts from a ‘service provider’ to a place ‘to be’.

Gosford Place Repor t 2: City Nor th
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2.4 About City North
What do locals say
The UDIF process involved
consultation with a range of key
stakeholders and representatives
from the local Gosford community.
It has also benefited from the findings
of the CCC Community Strategic
Plan online and face to face surveys.

“I live in City North, it is a 10 minute walk to work,
but I still drive into the CBD every day”
“Our students do not use the hospital facilities at this
time – this may change with the redevelopment.”
“While the railway corridor is conveniently located
for the hospital – the topography makes it virtually
impossible for people to walk, resulting in the need
for a shuttle bus” (Hospital Redevelopment Master
plan Report)
“I’m not sure what is in the North...nothing?!”
“I think of lots of car yards and warehouses. But I
wouldn’t spend time there.”
“We have 600 students walking everyday from our
school to the station. We have to take the younger
students along a tight Etna Bridge, and Mann St.
Showground road is just unsafe.”

History

The history of this area highlights:
——the importance of the station and railway in the
economic prosperity of this area
——the significant and rapid growth of the hospital.
——issues associated with a master plan for the hospital
focused on expansion rather than its role with
regional capital and strong public domain
——general decline in the quality of the buildings and
public domain in the City North area
——limited investment in the public domain particularly
for active transport
——increased pressures on the road system, public
transport and commuter parking
——traditionally light industry and auto focus due to its
position on the fringe of the city.

Values

——excellent schools with strong community of families
in the area
——a valuable hospital with exceptional facilities for the
wider community
——a good rail network
——good sporting facilities and some significant
outdoor spaces with the golf course, tennis facilities
and President’s Hill
——variety of employment opportunities.

“Walking from the train station to the car is really really
nerve-racking!” (Showground Rd: PlanFreeToBe.org)

Image: Salty Dingo

Images: Salty Dingo
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2.5 What we heard

This table captures a summary of feedback from
workshop 5 that relates to City North and the
surrounding area – current issues, opportunities for
the future and the role its can play in making Gosford
a regional capital and great place.
Each grey square represents the relative number of
mentions each issue had during the workshop.

GREEN LINKS
Link reserves to the city
Trees
More parks and gardens, better quality existing parks, botanical gardens

Quality first, not low budget, which will entice further investment
Wider footpaths
Link people to specific quality of place

SOCIAL

Better promote the areas outstanding natural environment

Diversity of users (youth, aging population)

In the longer term develop parts of the showground for public open space

Improved social agenda, mental health, bring everyone along

Better connections to Rumbalara Reserve and Presidents Hill

More people will attract more people

PARKING
Parking at night (noting council car park at Baker St shuts at 8pm)

Indigenous history of President’s Hill and other locations respectfully displayed

PROGRAMME AND AT TRACTORS

More short term parking (currently used by commuters)

Active usages at all hours, 7 days

More commuter parking, parking for workers

Night life (after 5pm), including small bars

TRANSPORT OPTIONS AND ACCESSIBILIT Y
Better public transport options, other than the car, more direct bus routes
Better pedestrian access and accessible footpaths for all (will help things feel closer)
Reduce through traffic on Mann St, including buses. Make Mann St for people
Better signage and way finding
Better linkages over the station and rail line

Start-up/ Entrepreneurial Hubs
Youth place to occupy, youth entertainment
Tertiary Institutions - Smart Economy / Smart City Strategy
Space for sports and outdoor recreation
Coordinated activities and events

IDENTIT Y

Improved train services

A big clear idea, not band-aid solutions

Better cycle access and paths

Action, lots of plans that have not come to fruition

Infrastructure to feed in and be coordinated

Coordinated events to create a cultural destination

SAFE T Y
Improved safety – particular at night, and for women

Retain and preserve any historic character and fabric

ECONOMY

Passive surveillance

More variety of retail and jobs

Lighting

More high quality shops, culture and arts, high quality office space

DESIGN

HOUSING

A distinct design style, not cookie cutter

More variety and more residents living near and in the city

Improved public domain and streetscape, public art, better footpaths, bins

More affordable housing, social housing and diversity in housing options

Make use of the Gosford Sandstone quarry
Integration of arts and design, cultural trail

Gosford Place Repor t 2: City Nor th
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2.6 Observations
The following pages explore the
existing condition of the public
domain and the network of
streets. These urban design based
observations explore the current
identity and physical reality of the
City North, including challenges with
access and mobility.

CABINET IN CONFIDENCE

Mann Street in the north is dominated by on grade car
parking and car sales showrooms. This map shows the
amount of land visibly dominated by parked cars in the
public domain.
The overall effect is a poor public domain with little
shade, greenery or pedestrian amenity. There are no
parks or public spaces.
The rail corridor is currently a physical and
psychological barrier, but is also a strategic
opportunity to bring east and west sides of the City
North community together.
The quality of pedestrian access and mobility is often
compromised with uneven, inconsistent footpath
surfaces, little or no weather protection.

Map of land used for parking in the city

Showground Rd, looking south past the hospital
and towards the station offers little amenity, shade,
or good walking access for the many students and
hospital workers.

Mann S
treet

The many schools in the area offer a strong community
focus and network of families and children, many
of whom live in the suburbs of North Gosford. By
comparison Gosford High School attracts students
from greater distances with long commutes.

Station
All images: Salty Dingo
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2.7 Four challenges

1.

The rail corridor forms a significant
barrier through the city, restricting
physical, economic and social
connections between places on
either side of the railway line in the
City North.

Image: James Worrall
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2.

The station lacks the quality and
amenity expected of a regional
capital and a significant transport
interchange.

Image: Salty Dingo

3.

The hospital is an inward focused
facility which does not connect
well with its surrounding public
domain or the city. It is separated
from Mann Street and the civic heart
by the railway corridor and steep
topography.

Image: Salty Dingo

4.

The poor public domain contributes
to a lack of connectivity between
health and education facilities and
the civic heart of the city. The streets
have a lack of trees and active street
frontages, and no public spaces.
Walkability is typically poor.

Image: Salty Dingo

2.8 Four opportunities

1.

Current investment in the hospital will
promote the growth of allied services
in the area and potentially attract
health workers to live in the city centre.
Opportunities exist to provide better
walkability and pedestrian connectivity
to a make it easier to work and use the
services in the city centre.

Image: Salty Dingo
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2.

City North is surrounded by a
system of open spaces, regional
natural and recreational assets that
add to the attractiveness of North
Gosford as a place to live work,
invest and visit.

Image: James Worrall

3.

The varied lot size and diversity of
built fabric, offers the opportunity
for a rich mix of use, scale and
investment to occur.

Image: Nightingale Project by Breathe Architecture

4.

The City North is an area of
opportunity for Gosford, offering a
place for the city to grow. It has a
character defined by existing light
industrial uses and the rail corridor
to draw on, to form a place with a
distinct identity in the city.

Image: Salty Dingo
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1.
Improve pedestrian connections

2.9 Design principles
for the City North

across the rail corridor
GOSFORD HIGH
SCHOOL

ST

The existing lot and building size of City North to
the east of the railway line, is varied and sits within
a walkable street grid. Smaller lot sizes and multiple
owners constrain easy amalgamation of sites into
super lots, therefore the potential exists to promote a
more organic, varied and finer scale of redevelopment
in this area.

Observation:

This area is in close proximity to a station and
commercial centre, offering an area of potential with
diversity and flexibility for the city to grow.

Principle:

SHOWG
FAUNC
E ST

ERINA

ST

The hospital development is a large investment in
Gosford which will bring large numbers of people
into the area, and drive the growth of related allied
health services, but it is not well connected across the
railway into the civic heart of the city.

Connect investment into the high potential of the
City North with a range of short, medium and longterm projects
1.	Improve the existing connections at Etna Street
prioritising pedestrian, cyclist and emergency
vehicles and reduce traffic on sections of Racecourse
Road prioritising ‘destination’ related traffic
2.	Investigate options for a new pedestrian crossing
from the hospital to Beane Street in the east
3.	Investigate options for an addition crossing of the
railway at Erina Street linked to the extension of the
platforms and a potential new station entry point.
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On the following pages these principles are
investigated in more detail, suggesting a range of
opportunities and potential projects to consider.
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T
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T

GOSFORD HIGH
SCHOOL

RD

GOSFORD HIGH
SCHOOL

environment

MANN

The following design principles
outline the key moves for
City North, which can enable
investment in this part of the city.

2.
Improve pedestrian

ST

FAUNC
E ST

ERINA

ST

Observation:

The poor pedestrian environment of the City North
impacts the connectivity of the surrounding uses with the
civic heart of the city and the ability to support innovation
related activities including health and education.

Principle:

1. 	Establish Mann St as a strong green spine through the
city, connecting the distinct areas along its length.
2. 	Improve pedestrian amenity along Showground Rd,
Etna Street and Faunce St to connect the schools
and hospitals into the station and centre of Gosford
3.	Connect City North with the surrounding green
spaces in a wider active transport network
4.	Investigate opportunities to widen footpaths
and create active transport links on Mann St
and Showground Road. Also consider improved
footpaths and active transport across Etna Bridge.

3.
Provide a new public space

4.
Promote a diversity of built form

GOSFORD HIGH
SCHOOL

5.
Celebrate glimpsed views

GOSFORD HIGH
SCHOOL

GOSFORD HIGH
SCHOOL
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T
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OPTION 1
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HOSPITAL
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ST

STATION

BEANE

SHOWG
ROUND
RD
STATION

GOSFORD
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FAUNC
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There is a lack of public open space

Principle:

1.	Provide a public open space for the City North area
2.	Investigate a location for public open space that can
bring east and west of the city together, as well as
connect to the Civic Heart.
3.	Consider that it has a unique and authentic identity
based on the character of the City North.
4.	Provide a variety of soft and hard spaces for
people to meet, enjoy a lunch break and engage
as a community.
5. Ensure the space has good solar access.
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ST

ERINA

MANN

ST

Observation:

6. Provide trees and greener places.

ST

ERINA

MANN

MANN

ST

BURNS PARK

ST

Observation:

Observation:

Principle:

Principle:

The varied grain of the built fabric and the robust
street grid offers a range of opportunities for
refurbishment, adaptive re-use and new buildings.

1.	The opportunity for a diversity of building types and
scales of spaces should be encouraged, to create
a varied grain and pedestrian scale environment
along Mann St.
2.	Retain existing trees and plant new ones.
3. Encourage through site links and porous built form.

ERINA

ST

Glimpsed views of President’s Hill, Rumbalara
Reserve and Brisbane waters connect the area with
the wider landscape.

1.	Views to key landmarks should be celebrated at
the station, the arrival to the city. Careful redesign
of Burns Park, the Gateway Centre site, and any
future station redesign, could create a glimpsed
view of Rumbalara Reserve from the station. The
concourse should consider water views whilst any
other opportunities to view President’s Hill from the
station and its surrounds should be explored.
2.	Views to key landmarks should be considered from
existing and new public vantage points and be a
consideration in new or changes to built form.
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2.10 Connections,
movement and
access options

The following opportunities for
improved movement and accessibility
have been considered for the City
North, which together could form a
connected community and public
domain. These options are listed from
the north moving towards the south.

1.
Etna St Bridge Upgrade

3.
Active movement network.

6.
Active transport loop around

Investigate options for improved priority access for the
ambulance to the hospital. This is a critical functional
challenge for the hospital.

Connect City North with the surrounding green spaces
along green corridors such as Faunce Street which
connects the northern edge of President’s Hill with
Rumbalara Reserve.

Consider an active transport loop that could connect
Mann Street, Showground Rd, Etna Bridge and the
Station (at either entry).

Investigate improved active transport connections for
pedestrians and cyclists, particularly for students and
hospital workers to connect to Mann Street in the east.
Consider options for traffic congestion reduction for the
Etna St/ Racecourse Rd and Showground Rd intersection.

4.
Gosford Station upgrade.

Consider parking options in the Showground and
nearby sites with shuttle bus access to the hospital and
station to help reduce traffic congestion.

Consider the station as an important civic link for
the east and west of the city, used daily by the wider
community, not just station users.

Consider the heritage value of Etna Bridge in any
proposed changes.

Encourage direct access to platforms to release
capacity on the concourse.

2.
Hospital Pedestrian bridge.

5.
Consider a southern rail platform

Investigate options for a pedestrian and active
transport bridge from the main concourse of the
Hospital at Holden Street, over the new hospital
carpark and railway corridor to Mann Street. The link
could align with the street grid at Beane Street. This is
roughly half way between Etna Bridge and the station
and possibly form part of the development of a mixed
use transport interchange.
This clear pedestrian route and site line could offer the
greatest potential to draw the staff and patients of the
hospital across the rail corridor to activate Mann Street.
Consider landing the bridge in an improved public
domain and improved Mann Street.

entry/exit with the required
platform extensions for the InterCity
Fleet trains.
With the station platform extensions proposed to be
towards the south this provides an opportunity to
consider a southern platform entry and exit aligned
with Erina Street East.
This could be a new rail crossing that links the
State Commuter Parking station and Mann Street,
encouraging commuters to have easy access to the
station, and the commercial, retail and food and
beverage options on Mann Street. It also has close
connections to Kibble Park.
Consider whether some pedestrianisation of Erina
Street East between Mann Street and the rail corridor
could create a new public domain for pedestrians to
land into, activated with commercial opportunities.
It could also link to Baker Street Carpark and an
improved laneway pedestrian environment.
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Image: Salty Dingo

the rail corridor.

Consider the potential of this loop (approx 1.25km) to
make a pedestrian focused core for the City North for
the students, hospital workers, commuters and wider
community.
Consider potential links to Presidents Hills, Kibble
Park, Rumbalara Reserve and the Waterfront.
Consider a unique identity for the loop that expresses
the active and healthy lifestyles of the Central Coast.

7.
Improve north south links along

Image: Bourke Street
Cycleway, City of Sydney

Showground Rd, Mann Street and
within the station precinct.
As discussed in the public domain suggestions,
consider improved accessibility, active transport
connections and wider footpaths to Mann Street and
Showground Road.
The east of the station including Baker Lane and the
bus interchange could be an improved pedestrian zone
with links to Mann Street. The secondary laneway
character with active frontages from surrounding
buildings could be a unique environment in the city.

Image: Salty Dingo

Connections, movement
and access options
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2.11 Public domain
investigations

City North is lacking in a public
open space that offers relief, green
infrastructure and a public identity
to the north. The following ideas for
the City North public domain were
considered:

1.
Public open space:

3.
Burns Park Upgrade

Increase pedestrian access across the whole city north
precinct by improving conditions for pedestrians but
also the need visit places.

Explore an upgraded park that offers improves site
lines to Mann Street, passive surveillance, increased
accessibility, improved appearance and safety. It
should function as the civic entrance to the city for
people arriving by train.

Option 1 – Rail corridor

Investigate the potential for a public space that
links both Mann Street and the hospital on the land
between the rail corridor and Mann Street.
This option indicated could connect the public on
Mann Street, the hospital staff, the school students
who walk past this area, and station users.
This option could build on the authentic rail character.
It could be a public domain integrated with a fine grain of
private, commercial and public buildings that offer spaces
for industry, food and beverage and community uses.

2.
Potential Open Space:

Option 2 – Beane Street
This option explores the potential for public open
space to be created on some of the government owned
land at the junction of Mann Street and Beane Street.
Provision of this space could activate Mann Street, be
connected to the hospital and delivered in-conjunction
with a new development of this land.
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The station upgrades should include improving direct
access from platform one to the city centre at both
the current station location and a second potential
entrance at Erina Street
A station masterplan should consider additional
entrances in the context of potential for
redevelopment of the interchange site to include
improved facilities for passengers
If the station master plan allows, the park upgrade
could consider a broader rethink of the eastern station
entrance including the bus and taxi interchange.
Pedestrian access from the station, through Burns
park to Mann Street should be a priority. Consider
opportunities relocating the road access for cars and
buses to the interchange to be north of the station exit
and entrance.
Reconsider landscape design of Burns Park to
create clear site lines to Mann Street. Design of the
future Gateway Centre should allow for glimpses
of Rumbalara from the station exit. These glimpses
of the ridge line and site lines to the main street are
important wayfinding opportunities that help people
orient themselves in the city.

4.
Investigate the potential

5.
Investigate the potential widening

Mann Street in the City North has narrow pedestrian
footpaths and limited street trees. An improved public
domain could include street trees, wider footpaths,
improved lighting, wayfinding and active building
frontages.

In order to provide wider and safer footpaths between
the schools, hospital and station, tree planting,
Showground Road should be considered as part of a
wider upgrade of the public domain.

widening of Mann Street footpaths
and public domain

Mann Street would be a preferred route for the school
students to walk along, as they could activate the main
street, and potentially encourage new commercial
and retail opportunities (which would be limited on
Showground Road due to the hospital).
In order to allow for a widened active transport
connection to the station and street tree planting, the
building setbacks could increase. The western side of
Mann Street has the greatest opportunities to allow for
this, with fewer land owners.

of Showground Road footpaths and
public domain.

The western side of the road has limitations for
widening paths with more land owners and the
hospital parking station under construction.
The eastern side of the street has land between
Showground Rd and the rail corridor with fewer
private owners between the station and Etna Street
and the high school. This land should be explored for
an improved pedestrian environment.

Public domain
investigations
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2.12 City North
possible scenario
The projects identified below are one potential
combination of design principles when applied to
City North, emphasising better connections and an
improved public domain. Further studies are required
to identify the staging and ideal combination of these
elements as explained in later stages of the report.

1.
Etna St Bridge Upgrade

6.
Improved Showground Rd Footpaths

Improve connection across Etna Street bridge.
Prioritise pedestrian, bicycle and emergency vehicles.

Reinforce link between the station and schools/
hospital with new active transport/ civic boulevard to
match investment in the hospital.

2.
Hospital Pedestrian bridge.
Strengthen connection between hospital and CBD/
Civic Heart. Further investigation is required to
identify options for a suitable location for a new
pedestrian bridge over railway corridor and explore
active edges around the built form of surrounding
development.

3.
Active movement network.
Connect City North with the surrounding green spaces
in the wider active transport network.

4.
Gosford Station upgrade.
Investigate station upgrade and options as part of a
wider master plan to take in bus interchanges , Burns
Park and surrounding public domain - refer to master
plan considerations.

5.
South Rail Entry/Exit
Consider Southern rail entry and new rail crossing
including required platform extensions.
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7.
Improved Mann St Footpaths
Explore the potential of widening Mann St footpaths
and improving the public domain.

8.
Connected public domain
Mixed use innovation destination that draws together
neighbours and key connections.

9.
Diverse building types
The opportunity for a diversity of building types and
scales of spaces should be encouraged, to create
a varied diversity of building sizes and types and a
pedestrian scale environment along Mann St. Explore
retaining existing trees to help define a porous built
form.

10.
Public development opportunities
Explore public land use in City North for further
catalyst projects and their relationship and proximity
to key East/West connections on the Beane St
alignment.

City North
possible scenario
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Opportunity
Investigate location of a new public
space adjacent to Mann Street.
Mann Street is the primary spine that
connects different areas of the city
along its length. It provides clear way
finding and an organisational line to
the city.
Throughout all three places, Mann street is the
common thread that links each place together.
As a high street, it offers a historically important civic
quality to the city. It has a fine grain streetscape that
is human scale, offering diversity of shop-fronts and
reflecting the city’s history as a regional centre.
For the City North place, there are few connections
back to Mann Street. The civic quality reduces as
footpaths narrow and retail fine grain in replaces by
larger car showrooms and light industrial.
The aim of this place is to draw the civic quality of
Mann Street up to the station area, and moving north
to consider a new type of unique public domain.
This new public domain should be accessible, public,
green and active. Its position should be adjoining one
of the key railway corridor crossings.
This public space should be unique, helping to form
a new identity for the City North. A good open
space can focus investment, provide spaces for the
community. It could include create collaboration
spaces, research spaces for health and education,
opportunities for industry, business and services, and
more options for food and beverage.

Image: Library Service
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Artist’s Impression:
City North reimagined rail corridor.
A new public space between Mann Street, the railway line and the hospital.

Image: Salty Dingo
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2.13 Past reports
– access and movement

Our City Our Destiny 2010
COX FOR GOSFORD CITY COUNCIL

The 2010 master plan identified
two precincts including a Railway
Precinct and Hospital Precinct with
the following projects which all
remain relevant:

When evaluating options to improve
access and movement in the north
of the city, these following reports
and previous studies should be
taken into consideration:

The Railway Precinct:

e analysis
Streetscape Design Guidelines
gic planning
ement and
This set of streetscape design
prove key
guidelines provided a more detailed

TMAP (complete)

OCULUS FOR GOSFORD CITY COUNCIL

Review possible improved interchange
Mann St north upgrade
Hills/Watt St green spine and upgraded pedestrian
street to link northern residents to Kibble Park

analysis of the missing connections
and links in the active transport
network, as well as suggesting
ape designs.
improvements to the streetscapes.
These The following two key diagrams
(right) outlined the suggestions for an
.
improved network.

Upgrade Burns Park
Upgrade Bus Interchange
Removal of Gateway Centre bridge (airspace owned
by council)

Hospital Precinct:

Support the expansion ofLEGEND
health and wellbeing services
Etna St Bridge upgrade – priority to service the
Extent of Gosford
hospital and schools
Holden St, Racecourse Rd and Showground Rd
pedestrian upgrades andCadastre
green infrastructure

LEGEND
Extent
Gosford City Centre
L E G Eof
ND

New development along Showground Road

Cadastre
Extent of Gosford City Centre

Gosford Public School Relocation
Desired(completed)
pedestrian

links identified
Gosford and Henry Kendall
High School City
oval Centre DCP 2007
in Gosford

Cadastre
Desired
pedestrian links identified
in Gosford City Centre DCP 2007

Desired pedestrian links identified

upgrades, in partnership with council to help provide
these facilities for the wider community

in Gosford
City Centre
DCP 2007
Desired
pedestrian
links identified
in GCC TMAP 2010

Desired pedestrian links identifies
in GCC TMAP 2010

Links as identified in GCC Master
Plan
2010
Links
as identified in GSS Master Plan 2010
Public
Publiclink
link
Through
site
linklink
(Private
Site) Site)
Through
site
(Private

MainStreet
Street
Linkages
Main
Linkages
MajorDestination
Destination
Major
Existing
crossing
Existing
crossing
Traffic light crossing (no intersection)

Traffic light crossing ( no
intersection)
Four way crossing with traffic light
Four way crossing with traffic lights

AT E G IES & DE S I GN P R I N C I P L E S
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City Centre

Desired pedestrian links identified

Railway pedestrian link upgrades acknowledging the
challenges of topography
in GCC TMAP 2010

LEGEND

Extent of Gosford City Centre
Cadastre

Links as identified in GCC Master
Plan 2010

Cycle route links required as
identified in GCC TMAP 2010
Cycle links as identified in Gosford
Bike Strategy 2011 Draft Report

Public link

Existing cycle route
Major destination
Images (both diagrams): Streetscape Design Guidelines, Oculus for Gosford City Council

Through site link (Private Site)
Main Street Linkages
Major Destination

TERPLAN

THE GOSFORD CHALLENGE GOSFORD CITY CENTRE MASTERPLAN
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The Hospital Precinct

The Hospital Precinct

OSFORD BOASTS BOTH MAJOR PUBLIC AND PRIVATE HOSPITALS AND A
DE RANGE
OF BOASTS
SPECIALISTS
AND SUPPORT
SERVICES
CATER
FOR
GOSFORD
BOTH MAJOR
PUBLIC AND
PRIVATE THAT
HOSPITALS
AND
A
WIDE
RANGE
OF
SPECIALISTS
AND
SUPPORT
SERVICES
THAT
CATER
FOR
WIDER POPULATION THROUGHOUT THE CENTRAL COAST. THE HOSPITAL
A WIDER
POPULATION
THE CENTRAL
COAST. THE
HOSPITAL
RECINCT
IS ONE
OF THETHROUGHOUT
BUSIEST ZONES
IN GOSFORD
TODAY.
THE
PRECINCT
IS
ONE
OF
THE
BUSIEST
ZONES
IN
GOSFORD
TODAY.
THE
ASTERPLAN SEEKS TO REINFORCE THE HEALTH SERVICES FOR BOTH THE
MASTERPLAN SEEKS TO REINFORCE THE HEALTH SERVICES FOR BOTH THE
UBLIC AND PRIVATE HOSPITAL SECTORS WITHIN THIS PRECINCT CLOSE TO
PUBLIC AND PRIVATE HOSPITAL SECTORS WITHIN THIS PRECINCT CLOSE TO
HE STATION. THE PRECINCT ALSO INCLUDES THE EDUCATION RESOURCES
THE STATION. THE PRECINCT ALSO INCLUDES THE EDUCATION RESOURCES
GOSFORD
HIGH SCHOOL
AND AND
HENRY
KENDALL
HIGH
SCHOOL.
AT GOSFORD
HIGH SCHOOL
HENRY
KENDALL
HIGH
SCHOOL.

Upgraded Bus Interchange Vision – Our City Our Destiny, Cox Architects

Gosford City Centre Transport
management and accessibility plan
(TMAP), 2010
AECOM FOR TRANSPORT NSW

The TMAP provided detailed
analysis and suggested projects
for active transport, public transport
and the vehicular network as
suggested below:

A Transport Management and Accessibility Plan
(TMAP) will be undertaken, which will include a
review of existing and future capacity needs of
the bus interchange. Gosford’s bus interchange
upgrade will include comfort, safety and
convenience measures.

MANN STREET NORTH UPGRADE
The urban environment of Mann Street can be
upgraded with better wider footpaths, more shade
and improved amenity and safety. The upgrade of
sewer and water mains within Mann Street and
the installation of the Third Pipe for recycled water
offer an opportunity for resource sharing during
the street upgrade.

Pedestrian upgrades to Racecourse Rd.

Bus congestion on Mann St through the city centre as
most of the routes use Mann Street.

Improve the Railway Pedestrian bridge, in particular
the south bound platform on the Mann St side of the
Hills/Watt Streets will form the green spine that
links the northern residential precincts back to
bridge could be access on level with the street, rather
Kibble Park. While the topography does not make
than going up and down stairs.
it the preferred north-south pedestrian route, each
neighbourhood does have a natural fall towards
the street and it is seen as a strong green element
in the plan on which new community parks will be
located. The provision of mid block linkages in the
valleys of Hills Street, leading to Mann Street, will
provide a more conducive walking environment.

Showground Road before

Showground Road Before

OUR

CITY,
DESTINY

Create through block pedestrian connections from
Mann St to Baker St on the larger southern sites.

Overcome gradient changes and improve pedestrian
connections to the Gosford Hospital.

Noted conflict between on street commuter parking
and safe pedestrian routes to Henry Kendall High
School. Similarly conflict between hospital parking at
the school along Racecourse and Showground Rd.

Improving bus services is suggested as a key way to
reduce east/west congestion at Etna St and Donnison St.
Create a city centre loop bus to connect the city
centre, station and hospital precincts. This should be
linked to possible park and ride facilities.

Burns Park is a forgotten gem in Gosford’s public
domain. The space will be reinvigorated by the
removal of the Gateway Centre Bridge and the
upgrade of the adjoining Bus Interchange. The
redesign will be in the context of a more vibrant
and active precinct.

Showground Road Before

Consider a “Gosford Interchange transit oriented
development” at the station to consolidate and
strengthen the public transport core of the city
centre. This could help overcome grade level changes
between Mann St, the Station and Showground Road.
It may also act as a catalyst project for Gosford.
The Draft Masterplan for the Renewal of Gosford City
Centre recommends a pedestrian and cycle bridge over
the station at Erina St to tie into the parking facilities.
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Identify suitable bike parking and end of trip facilities
for workers in Gosford. Consider in particular on the
west side of Gosford Station to cater to the population
arriving on this side.

Showground
Showground
RoadRoad
After after

Improve Baker Lane and Baker Street pedestrian route
from the Station to the waterfront, noting this is the
most level access to the water.

Improved pedestrian connectivity to the Waterfront
from the city centre.

The bridge connection to the Gateway Centre
is now seldom used and is a visual intrusion.
The bridge sits within Council’s airspace and is
currently leased to the owners of the Gateway
Centre. Council will liaise with the centre owner
with the aim of removing the bridge in the future.

UPGRADE OF BURNS PARK

The PAMP aimed develop an
improved, interconnected and
safe pedestrian network in the
city centre. Observations and key
projects included:
Wider footpaths with the upgrades to Donnison Rd
and Etna St bridge overpasses.

HILLS STREET/WATT STREET
PEDESTRIAN UPGRADE

REMOVAL OF THE GATEWAY CENTRE
BRIDGE

MASSON WILSON TWINEY FOR GOSFORD CITY COUNCIL + NSW RTA

Improve connectivity for cycle and pedestrians across
the Etna St Bridge and Donnison Street Bridge.
Bus Interchange Concept

UPGRADED BUS INTERCHANGE

Gosford City Centre Pedestrian Access
and Mobility Plan (PAMP), 2009

A number of pedestrian footpath projects were
suggested including widening footpaths on Mann St,
providing safe crossings particularly across Mann St
and Danes Drive, and linking the schools to the station.

Current Transport Studies Underway

RMS and Transport for NSW have committed to work
with Council on a detailed joint movement and access
plan for the Gosford City Centre and the wider Central
Coast Region. At the time of this report the findings of
this study were not yet know.
Recently the state government has invested significant
funds towards upgrades to the Central Coast
Highway West Gosford Intersection, the Northconnex
Motorway, train passing loops to improve commuter
services. The impact of these changes would require
further analysis. It is not expected that any of these
changes will materially change the urban structure and
recommendations of this report. Options suggested
in this report will be able to be tested as part of the
traffic study.

Central Coast Council Active
Transport Strategy – 2018 (Draft)

The Central Coast Council 2018 Draft Active Transport
Strategy envisages a diverse and robust economy for
Gosford, linked by active and sustainable transport to
improve productivity and liveability. Improvements to
the region focus on safe and friendly walking and cycle
environments to create healthy communities, reduce
traffic congestion and improve sustainability. The
strategy outlines that strategic network connectivity in
major town centres like Gosford is the priority. Priority
projects identified in the action plan include:
Short term:
Mann St (Dane Drive to Etna St) cycleway.

Commuter Parking Stations

Connecting cycleway of the waterfront to Mann St.

The State Rail commuter parking is contributing
to traffic congestion on Showground Rd, and
consultation has indicated that issues of drug use and
homelessness make the parking station feel unsafe.

Cycleway between intersection of Racecourse
Rd / Faunce Street West, continuing north along
Showground Rd.

The Baker Street carpark is often full by 7am with
commuters, reducing short term parking options in the
city centre. Pedestrians use the laneway connection
of Baker Lane rather than activating Mann Street. The
experience is a poor public domain that feels unsafe
and no activity at night.

Gosford to Point Clare waterfront cycleway.

Medium - Long Term:
Cycleway connection and bridge connecting to the
West Gosford Industrial Estate.

DPE and the Central Coast Council are undertaking a
study to explore commuter parking options to support
the revitalisation of Gosford.

Upgraded Showground Rd Vision – Our City Our Destiny, Cox Architects

Showground Road After
Gosford Place Repor t 2: City Nor th
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2.14 Hospital
improvement options
The following two areas (the hospital
and the station) are priorities for
public domain and accessibility
improvements as part of a wider
network. These upgrades will link
the city centre, station, schools and
strategic recreational facilities.

Observation:

Pedestrian access to the hospital is often along narrow
footpaths of residential streets and busy roads.
The steep topography and heavy traffic of
Showground Rd combined with disconnected
footpaths creates an unsafe route for children to
Gosford High School.
The future hospital changes include the closure of
Holden Street to through traffic and the creation of a
pedestrian zone. The main car park access will be off
Showground Rd and Beane Street West between Holden
Street and Showground road will also be closed.

The hospital is an important anchor and key attractor
of people. The following projects can be clustered
together around the hospital to improve the public
domain and access to this asset. Working with
key stakeholders, the following public domain and
accessibility options around the hospital could be
considered in more detail:

Pedestrian movements across the hospital site to the
schools will not be encouraged due to the conflict with
emergency vehicles and hospital security.

Improvements to Showground Road between the
station and Etna street will create a pedestrian and
cycle friendly environment. Improvements to be
considered include widened footpaths, street tree
planting, possibly moving power lines underground,
improved pedestrian crossings, lighting, cycle paths,
new signage from the station to the hospital.

Intersection
Upgrade

The station western exit could consider a small retail
development on Showground road to include local
commercial services like a corner shop, small grocery
store or food and beverage options.

Proposed Health and
Wellbeing Precinct including
a Multi-storey Car Park

Truncation of
Hospital Road

Consider active frontages to the hospital carpark.
Possible uses could include anything with activity or
allowing public use including a commercial space, small
retail or food and beverage, or even car wash facilities.

Hospital
Redevelopment

Racecourse Road and Showground Rd intersection
at Etna Street is a challenging place requiring further
consideration of traffic, ambulance access, public
transport, parking and active transport connections.

Car Park access
and upgrade to
Showground Road

Consider options to reduce through traffic on Showground Road and Racecourse Road. Consider including
speed restrictions, road design and traffic calming.
Midblock truncation
and pedestrianisation of
Holden Street (access
maintained from north)

Consider the pedestrian, cycle and public transport
links to potential parking provided at the Showground.

Closure of Beane
Street West

Consider the impact of Holden Street closing to
through traffic in the future (as is planned).
Image: Salty Dingo
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Image: Gosford Hospital Redevelopment SSD 6913: Traffic Assessment by Parking and Traffic Consultants June 2015

Car parking and a blank facade facing Showground Rd offers little activation,
passive surveillance or engagement with the street. The public domain needs
more consideration for a pedestrian friendly, planted street, ideally with active
uses
that could suit the hospital and educational facilities like food and beverage
fitzpatrick+partners
or fitness services. Altering some key street facing carparking spaces to these
uses could help activate the street and would benefit from good footfall.

SIGNAGE ZONE BY OTHERS

Pedestrian safety on Showground Road must also be a priority requiring
consideration. There is a potential conflict with pedestrians (including school
children) and the carpark entrance and emergency vehicles in the area.

Showground Road entry
Image: Gosford Hospital Redevelopment SSD
6913: Fitzpatrick and Partners

Image: Salty Dingo

Section 96 Submission

Gosford Hospital Redevelopment
Gosford Place Repor t 2: City Nor th
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2.15 The station
challenges today
The station currently carries over
4000 commuters a day from the
region to Sydney. Over 22 million
trips a year are completed or
commenced in this station, it is the
busiest station on the Central Coast.
Some station changes are planned to accommodate
the new intercity fleet of trains due to arrive on the line
in 2019 including platform extensions. The new trains
will offer commuters improved amenities including
wifi, power supply and tables. New cafe facilities
for customers will also be opening soon along with
enhanced wayfinding.
Most of the changes to the station are relatively minor
upgrades rather than a complete reconsideration
of this powerful asset for a regional capital. Some
fundamental accessibility and place making issues
need further consideration. As the front door for many
tourists and locals arriving on the Central Coast by
train, the station presentation is crucial.
Key observations include:
Station is heavily congested at peak times.
Poor way-finding and legibility.
Limited amenities, retail offering or opportunities for
food and beverage.
Congested bus and taxi interchange with poor
pedestrian amenity.
Poor lighting and safety issues identified at night.
Lack of activation and services at night.
Limited platform access at ground level.
The station does not help to activate Mann Street or
the city centre.
Concourse is currently fulfilling both the role of
accessing platforms and providing a pedestrian
crossing of the rail line.
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2.16 Station
improvement options

1.
Install Opal gates to Platform 1

The station needs a variety of short term and long term
projects to enhance its position in the regional capital.
There is an opportunity to maximise existing and
future investment at Gosford station and surrounding
sites to contribute further to the revitalisation of
Gosford as a regional capital. As the city grows and
attracts more people to live, work and visit, and with
the introduction of the new Intercity Fleet, the station
will need to accommodate more people and services.
It is suggested that further detailed master planning
is carried out by Sydney Trains with key stakeholders
including GANSW, DPE, TfNSW Property and the
Central Coast Council.

An Opal gate would ensure patrons of the station
arriving from Mann Street in the east do not need to
unnecessarily climb stairs to the concourse level, then
descend back down to the platform at all times of the
day. Through access directly onto the platform already
exists, however it is only open at peak periods.

A master plan for this region should consider the
following projects around the station and their
interrelationships:

directly from the Mann Street Entry

2.
Burns Park Upgrade
Improve site lines to Mann Street and passive
surveillance.
Increase accessibility.
Improve appearance and safety.

3.
Improved sense of place and arrival
to the western station entry.

Consider the drop and pick up facilities in light of
increased traffic on Showground Rd.
Create safe access to residential areas, the hospital,
schools and parking stations at all hours.

4.
Improve building quality, appearance
and accessibility across the
concourse allowing the station to
be a significant connector for the
community.
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5.
Consider improved overall amenity

including retail, and food and
beverage offerings, amenities,
review of existing cycle storage and
facilities including their use and
location, improved lift access and
upgrades to platforms.

6.
The new Intercity Fleet of trains drive
platform extensions to the south.

This provides the opportunity to explore a southern
station platform exit aligned with Erina St East which
links directly to Mann Street and the parking station.
This southern exit could help activate Mann Street and
deliver pedestrians close to the heart of Kibble Park.
As a second stage this could also include an
additional pedestrian crossing of the railway line
and a connection into the commuter carparking and
Showground Road.

7.
Consider an activated laneway
for Baker Lane with improved
pedestrian amenity.

Safety, passive surveillance and active frontages to the
buildings should be considered. As activating Mann
Street is a priority, Baker Lane should have good links
back to the main street. Commercial premises or food
and beverage could be double fronted.

8.
Possible future redesign of the

Gateway Centre should consider
solar access to Burns Park and view
corridors to Rumbalara Reserve from
the station exit.
Design for this site would need to be subject to design
excellence processes as it is a strategically important
site and gateway to the city centre.
In the short term consider removing the bridge over
Mann Street to encourage street level footfall.

9.
Consider connections from the
station to a new public domain
in the north.

The new public domain may include a mixed use, fine
grain of buildings for startup companies, food and
beverage, and private development.

10.
Consider development potential

within the proximity of the station
and bus interchange.
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2.17 Precedents – public domain, accessibility and places
The following precedents create
a visual story board of public
domain improvements, built
form opportunities, and diverse
industry opportunities that could be
considered for City North.
Whilst any one project will be
important, the network of new places
and improved assets need to work
together in order to create a quality
environment that attracts locals and
visitors to the regional capital.

Explore opportunities for a bridge to the hospital.
Jane Ross Building, The University of Sydney.

Create flexible outdoor places for popups and markets.
Short Street Manly Markets. Image: CHROFI

An active transport loop with safe connections to the
schools and other community facilities.

A public domain that both connects people and places,
is distinctive and celebrates the rail character.

Explore a station master plan that supports
the regional capital.

The Goods Line by Aspect and CHROFI. Image: Florian Groehn

Oatley Rail Station by Tonkin Zulaikha Greer for TfNSW. Image: Eric Sierens

A public domain that encourages a night time economy.

Flexible spaces for community events.

Image: © facebook.com/carriageworks

Image: © facebook.com/carriageworks

Bourke Street Cycleway. Image: City of Sydney
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2.18 Precedents – built form, industry and research opportunities

Opportunities for small scale exhibitions and
engagement with the arts community of Gosford.

An integrated hospital that creates a place for the
community and engages with the streets.

Image: © facebook.com/Sydney Contemporary

Northern Beaches Hospital by BVN

Encourage local producers in the Central Coast to
contribute a strong food and beverage culture in
Gosford like award winning Distillery Botanica in Erina.

Opportunities for the schools and the educational facilities
to engage with industry and the cultural offering of the city.
Image: Gosford High School@Gosford_High

Image: https://distillerybotanica.com

Draw on the rail and industrial character
of the area to create a unique place.

Consider opportunities for medical research,
connected with school and tertiary educations.

Coordinated Events calender for community
programming of events like markets, music or yoga.

Image: © facebook.com/carriageworks

Gosford Private Hospital Workshop – Health Care Australia

Image: Cortex Innovation Community St Louis – facebook.com/CortexCommons

Encourage a diverse mixture of built forms and housing
diversity including student housing, aged care,
affordable accommodation and serviced apartments.
Image: Nightingale Project by Breathe Architecture
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